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Prior to my tenure at Microsoft, I spent eight years building distributed applications for a large telecommunications firm. These applications were distributed across a wide range of platforms and written in a variety of languages, spanning Visual Basic to COBOL. There was no common object model or even a common programming language that was shared across these applications and the machines they ran upon. The applications were maintained by different administrators in unrelated departments with disparate business requirements. In a few rare cases, applications that shared data were not even running at the same time.

Faced with this reality, it quickly became clear that the raging debate between software vendors over which object-remoting strategy was best (COM+ vs. CORBA) was, to say the least, irrelevant. Without fail, these vendor offerings assumed a world wherein applications were built using an object-oriented language (Java or C++) on either UNIX or Windows, and that both the client and server were always “up” and ready to communicate.

Ironically, this dearth of vendor offerings empowered us to step back and question the status quo. Was object remoting really the best way to build distributed applications? Did the software vendors truly understand the nuances of building large-scale applications that spanned both trust and geographic boundaries?

To find the answers to these questions, we studied the nature of existing large-scale systems both within and outside of the world of computing: the postal system, the airline industry, and the banking industry. Without fail, we found systems that were very loosely coupled. Specifically,

- Communication was always (and only) done by passing data in agreed-upon formats (e.g., letters, checks).
- Communicating systems never stopped working as a result of one of their peers slowing down or stopping (i.e., a person can buy groceries even when the bank is closed).
- Throughput was not a function of the distance between the systems (i.e., you can send the same number of letters from Seattle per hour whether they are addressed to people also living in Seattle or in a location as remote as Tokyo).

The same was true of our business applications. Almost everywhere we looked we found applications that needed a framework to enable sharing data in asynchronous, autonomous ways vs. the synchronous, dependent model enabled by object remoting.

As a result of this research, we abandoned all object-remoting aspirations and began working with state-of-the-art queuing technologies such as MQSeries and the like in earnest, as they seemed the perfect fit for building loosely coupled applications. Unfortunately, our joy was short-lived as we discovered that state-of-the-art queuing forced developers to choose between reliable messaging that was slow and not-so-reliable messaging that was fast. In addition, the vast majority of our applications used a database in some fashion, and the close combination of queues with databases quickly left us wishing that our queues came with all the amenities that we had come to love in our database tables. Why couldn’t we query our queues? Why did the queuing system run under different transactions? Why couldn’t we back up the queues and relational tables together? For that matter, why didn’t database systems include all of this queuing stuff anyway?

Five years later it was 1999 and I found myself employed by Microsoft and sitting in Adam Bosworth’s office with the rare opportunity to do something about all of this. I had just completed
a 45-minute sales pitch to Adam (who was then one of the managers of SQL Server), asking him to grant me three people for three months to prove that SQL Server and message queuing should become one. Adam, having never laid eyes on me until that meeting, looked at me and asked, “Why should I fund this? Tomorrow I leave for a one-month vacation, and until 45 minutes ago I’d never heard of you.” I answered, “Because you’d be a d**n fool not to. That’s why. If I’m wrong, fire me. If I’m right, we can change distributed applications forever. What are three people for three months to you anyway?” Apparently this reply resonated with Adam, as he not only funded the effort, but also helped sell it to the rest of the team.

Six years and many all-nighters later, we shipped SQL Service Broker in SQL Server 2005. Our original goals were simple:

- Make it fast. “If you can’t deliver 1,000 messages/second, exactly once, and in order, then don’t even ship it.”
- Integrate deeply with SQL Server. Queues should be backed up, failed over, and queryable just like relational tables.
- Simplify the programming model. Message queuing is too hard. Make it simpler.

In short, we met these goals and more. Whether your needs are just kicking off something to run in the background or processing more than 10,000 messages per second on a 16-CPU machine, SQL Service Broker may add value to your applications. (Yes, it really is that fast. Eat your heart out, MQSeries . . .).

SQL Service Broker is already being used in a variety of applications. Some people use it in localized ways—for example, to send messages for stored procedures to process later so that their web application can respond more quickly to browser-based clients. Others use it to speed up writing audit/log messages from within their applications. Still others use it to load data warehouses. Finally, there are those who build modern, Service-Oriented Applications (SOA) that span thousands of branch offices and their back-end data centers.

No vision of this size comes to pass without many individuals playing their part. Phase 1 was the work the Service Broker team did to build the product. Phase 2 consisted of the early adopters who had the insight not only to see the potential in the technology, but to help others see it as well. The book you now hold is the result of a lot of hard work from such an individual. You are about to become the lucky recipient of Klaus’s insight, hard work, and interaction with the SQL Service Broker development team. Klaus is not only a visionary, but also an all-around nice guy. It has been our pleasure to have him sit with us at lunch and co-present with us as at various conferences. He has become one of us, a partner in the vision that is Service Broker.

Now all that is left is for you, the reader, to take the next step and actually build applications. Good luck!

Gerald Hinson (geraldh@microsoft.com)

Founder/Development Manager of SQL Service Broker
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I t’s 8:30 p.m., and I’m sitting here in a train between Vienna and Linz writing this introduction. Interestingly, my experience and success with SQL Server 2005 and especially with Service Broker also started in a train traveling between Vienna and Linz in the year 2002. That year, I bought a very interesting book about the next version of SQL Server code-named Yukon. It was called *A First Look at SQL Server 2005 for Developers*, and it was written by three well-known SQL Server experts: Bob Beauchemin, Niels Berglund, and Dan Sullivan. It was amazing for me to read about the completely new concepts in Yukon, such as the integration of the .NET Framework (SQLCLR) and the XML data type. The book also contained a chapter entitled “Service Broker,” which I didn’t really address at the time. Several months later I read this chapter completely, and then understood the basic concepts behind Service Broker.

When I realized what scenarios one could use Service Broker for, I started thinking faster and faster. I realized that Service Broker and all the other new technologies in Yukon were an important milestone in the history of SQL Server. In the years from 2002 to 2006, I worked a lot with SQL Server 2005. I was also one of those crazy people who tried out every new Community Technology Preview (CTP) of Yukon, and I moved my first SQL Server 2005 project into production based on a beta version of SQL Server 2005.

I also consulted for several clients around Europe on SQL Server 2005 and made many new contacts in the SQL Server community through the talks I gave at various developer conferences around the world. But in August 2006, my life put me in another direction. I got an email from an acquisition editor at Apress, Jim Huddleston, who asked me if I would write a book about Service Broker. And yes, I took this chance and worked out the original table of contents during the whole next weekend (sorry about this, Karin). After I returned my proposal back to Jim, he was so crazy about the content that he just said I should start writing immediately. The only thing I needed was a technical reviewer, so I thought back to the guys who wrote *A First Look at SQL Server 2005 for Developers* and asked Bob Beauchemin if he would become my technical reviewer. He accepted within a few hours, and my writing started immediately. This was the early beginnings in August 2006 of my book about Service Broker.

Since August 2006, a lot of time has passed, and some good and bad things have occurred. I want to mention and thank the people around the whole world who helped me with their passion to put together this book on Service Broker. First of all, I want to thank my acquisition editor, Jim Huddleston, for his support and input on this great project. With very great sadness, I found out that Jim passed away on a Sunday in February 2007 from a heart attack. This was totally unexpected, because Jim was a healthy man. Unfortunately, I can’t say this to you personally, Jim, but thanks for all your support and your power that you incorporated into this book, and I enjoyed meeting with you in Seattle.

As I’ve stated, Bob Beauchemin acted as my technical reviewer in the beginning, but unfortunately, Bob had to leave this role due to some time constraints. But Bob, I want to thank you for your great support, your comments, and your improvements on the first few chapters. I had a great time working with you. After Bob left as a technical reviewer, Apress was able to provide me with another technical reviewer within a few days: Fabio Claudio Ferracchiati. Fabio, thanks for your detailed and great technical reviews of each chapter. I know I’ve made your life very hard throughout these days, but we finally produced the greatest book about Service Broker. Thanks for your help on this!

During the writing, I also got great support from Microsoft in dealing with all my nasty and detailed questions about Service Broker. I especially want to mention Remus Rusanu, who answered each of my questions within a few hours. Remus also provided me with some samples for Chapter 6
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and Chapter 11. Remus, thanks for your support and also for the in-depth flip-chart session during the 2006 PASS Community Summit in Seattle—I enjoyed your drawings and the direct view of Bill Gates’ office. Furthermore, I also want to mention Gerald Hinson (who wrote the foreword), Rushi Desai, and Rick Negrin from the Service Broker team, who also provided me with additional information about Service Broker and who helped introduce me to some other smart people at Microsoft.

When I talk about the Service Broker team at Microsoft, there is also one person I must mention here: Roger Wolter. Roger is the lead architect on Service Broker who architected and designed all the things you’ll learn throughout this book. Furthermore, Roger has also written the first book in the world about Service Broker: The Rational Guide to SQL Server 2005 Service Broker. Roger, thanks for this great introductory book on Service Broker—it helped me a lot in the beginning.

A great book can’t be made without a publisher. The team at Apress helped me a lot to put everything together to write the best available book on Service Broker. First of all, there is my project manager, Kylie Johnston. Kylie, I hope we’ll soon meet face to face, but it was just the greatest time working with you. Thanks for your help, for your directions on the book, and for your easy-going project plan. A big thank you also goes to Nicole Abramowitz for her help on the copy edits, and to Laura Esterman who acted as my production editor. Thanks for all your help, and I’ve enjoyed the time with both of you.

A big thank you also goes to my colleagues at ANECON for their support and their tremendous help during the last nine months. I want to thank them for their understanding those mornings when I came in either with just a few hours of sleep or directly from my writings and was often a little bit stressed.
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Introduction

SQL Server 2005 Service Broker is an asynchronous messaging framework directly built into SQL Server 2005. In this book I show how you can use the power of Service Broker to program asynchronous, message-based, distributed, secure, and scalable database applications.

Who This Book Is For
This book is for database developers and application developers who want to learn about Service Broker and programming message-based applications with SQL Server 2005.

How This Book Is Structured
The book is divided into two parts:

Part 1: The Service Broker Programming Model: The first part of this book introduces you to the general concepts and programming APIs of Service Broker. After reading through this part, you’ll be able to implement asynchronous, distributed, reliable, and secure Service Broker applications.

Part 2: Advanced Service Broker Programming: The second part of the book shows you the more advanced Service Broker features, including the internals of Service Broker and how to scale out Service Broker applications to any required size. I also talk to you about Service-Oriented Database Architecture (SODA), where Service Broker acts as one of the key pillars.

The first part of the book is composed of the following chapters:

Chapter 1: Fundamentals of Message-Based Processing: This chapter introduces you to the core concepts of message-based programming, as well as to some of the fundamental issues you’ll encounter in this programming approach. Once you understand the theory, you’ll examine how to work through issues with Service Broker in the next chapter.

Chapter 2: Introduction to Service Broker: This chapter introduces Service Broker from an architectural point of view and explains how Service Broker solves the problems discussed in Chapter 1.

Chapter 3: Service Broker in Action: This chapter teaches you how to program your first message-based application with Service Broker.

Chapter 4: Service Broker Activation: Now that you know the fundamentals of Service Broker, this chapter introduces you to the activation feature of Service Broker, which allows you to process incoming Service Broker messages automatically.

Chapter 5: Service Broker with Managed Code: This chapter shows how you can use the advantages of the SQLCLR to implement Service Broker applications directly with managed code.
Chapter 6: Locking and Transaction Management: As soon as you want to implement asynchronous, scalable, message-based applications, you must take care of locking strategies. This chapter introduces the Service Broker locking functionalities and also shows you how to write highly efficient Service Broker applications through different transaction-management strategies.

Chapter 7: Distributed Service Broker Applications: This chapter, which closes the first part of this book, teaches you how to distribute Service Broker applications to physically different machines.

The second part of the book is composed of the following chapters:

Chapter 8: Advanced Distributed Service Broker Programming: This chapter goes into the more technical details of distributed Service Broker applications and shows which options are available for your applications.

Chapter 9: Service-Oriented Database Architecture: Service-Oriented Database Architecture (SODA) is a new concept propagated by Microsoft where the database server—in this case, SQL Server 2005—acts as a full-blown application server. SODA consists of several pillars, and, as you’ll see, Service Broker is one of those key pillars.

Chapter 10: Real-World Application Scenarios: This chapter details different real-world application scenarios where Service Broker can offer huge benefits and lead to better scalability.

Chapter 11: High Availability and Scalability: SQL Server 2005 is all about high availability and scalability. One of the best things about Service Broker is that you can use SQL Server’s high-availability and scalability features directly for your Service Broker applications without any effort. This chapter shows you how to use these features.

Chapter 12: Administration: This final chapter teaches you how you can administer your Service Broker applications and which features are provided by Service Broker in this area.

Prerequisites


Downloading the Code

The source code for this book is available to readers at http://www.apress.com in the Source Code/Download section of this book’s home page. Please feel free to visit the Apress website and download all the code there. You can also check for errata and find related titles from Apress.

Contacting the Author

You can reach Klaus at his website, http://www.csharp.at, and via his weblog, http://www.csharp.at/blog. You can send further questions to klaus.Aschenbrenner@csharp.at.